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Abstract: P2P systems are commonly accepted as an efficient means of sharing data among large, diverse and dynamic
set of users. Nowadays sharing data imposes new challenges in P2P systems concerning supporting advanced
querying beyond simple keyword-based retrieval. We assume that each peer stores schema of its local data,
mappings to some other peers, and schema constraints (functional dependencies). The goal of the integration is
to answer queries formulated against arbitrarily chosen peers. The answer consists of data stored in the queried
peer as well as data of its direct and indirect acquaintances. We focus on the problem of query propagation
and merging partial answers in such environment. We show how XML functional dependencies defined over
schemas, determine the selection of the merging mode of partial answers to increase information content of
the answer by recovering some missing values. We show how the discussed method has been implemented in
SixP2P system (Semantic Integration of XML data in P2P environment).

1 INTRODUCTION

Peer-to-peer (P2P) data management systems are be-
coming increasingly attractive as an efficient means
of sharing data among large, diverse and dynamic sets
of users (Madhavan and Halevy, 2003; Tatarinov and
Halevy, 2004). In such setting, the autonomous com-
puting nodes (thepeers) cooperate to share resources
and services. The peers are connected to some other
peers they know or discover (Bernstein et al., 2002;
Koloniari and Pitoura, 2005; Pankowski, 2006). In
such systems, the user issues queries against an arbi-
trarily chosen peer and expects that the answer will
include relevant data stored in all P2P connected data
sources. The data sources are related by means of
schema mappings, which are used to specify how
data structured under one schema (the source schema)
can be transformed into data structured under another
schema (the target schema) (Fagin et al., 2004; Fux-
man et al., 2006). A query must be propagated to
all peers in the system along semantic paths of map-
pings and reformulated accordingly. The partial an-
swers must be merged and sent back to the user peer
(Melnik et al., 2005; Yu and Popa, 2004).

In this paper, we focus on the impact of the rela-
tionship between schema constraints and queries on
the way of query execution (query propagation and

merging answers delivered by interrogated peers). We
show how some missing values (denoted by null) may
be inferred (discovered) in the integration process. In
particular, in Proposition 2.1 we formulate a formal
condition saying when it is reasonable to use so called
full mergewhile merging partial answers. The dis-
cussed methods were implemented in SixP2P system.
The system is based on formal foundations underly-
ing this paper, and implements algorithms translating
high-level specifications of schemas, constraints and
queries into XQuery programs performing data trans-
formation, query evaluation and discovering missing
data (Brzykcy et al., 2007).

Section 2 introduces a running example and gives
motivation of the research. We discuss query execu-
tion strategies and show how the result of queries de-
pends on the chosen strategy. In Section 3 we dis-
cuss implementation of SixP2P system. We sketch
its architecture and illustrate the way the queries and
answers are propagated in the system. Section 4 con-
cludes the paper.
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Figure 1: XML schema treesS1, S2, S3, and their instancesI1, I2 andI3, located in peersP1, P2, andP3.

2 QUERY EXECUTION
STRATEGIES

In Figure 1 there are three peersP1, P2, andP3 along
with XML schema trees,S1, S2, S3, and schema in-
stancesI1, I2, and I3, respectively. Further on, we
will assume that XML schemas can be represented
by tree-pattern formulas (Arenas and Libkin, 2005;
Pankowski et al., 2007).

In P2P data integration systems a query formu-
lated against an arbitrary target schema (owned by a
target peer) must be propagated to all partners of the
target peer, these peers propagate it further to their
partners, etc. In this way the query can reach all
sources, which can contribute to the final answer. Par-
tial answers are merged step-by-step and successively
sent towards the target peer. In such scenario the fol-
lowing three issues are of special importance:

1. Query propagation– using the information pro-
vided by the query and by available schemas,
the peer has to decide who to send (propagate)
the query to, and whether a coming propagation
should be accepted in order to avoid cycles and to
increase the expected amount of information.

2. Query reformulation– a query received and ac-
cepted byPi from Pj has to be reformulated in
such a way that it can be evaluated overSi and
its answer conforms toSj .

3. Merging partial answers. A peer can decide
whether the received answers should be merged
with or without the whole peer’s local instance.
This decision is made based on the functional de-
pendencies defined over the local schema.

We assume that a peer makes decision locally
based on its knowledge about its schema and schema
constraints and about the query that should be exe-
cuted and propagated. The chosen strategy and the
way of merging partial answers determine both the fi-
nal answer and the cost of the execution.

We will use XML functional dependencies
(XFDs) (Arenas, 2006) as schema constraints. Over
S3 the following XFD can be defined:

/authors/author/paper/title→
/authors/author/paper/year

(1)

This XFD can be specified as the formula:

/authors/author/paper[title= xtitle]/year= xyear

meaning that each value ofxtitle uniquely determines
the text valuexyear of year.

Let us consider some possible strategies of execu-
tion queryq overS1

q := /pubs[pub[title = xtitle ∧year= xyear
∧author[name= xname
∧university= xuniv]]]∧xname= ”John” ,

where the first conjunct is the schema, variables
xtitle,xyear,xname, andxuniv are bound to text values of
an instance ofS1; xname= ”John” is the query quali-
fier. The answer should contain information stored in
all three sources shown in Figure 1.

Thus, one of three strategies can be realized:
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Figure 2: Three execution strategies of the queryq.

Strategy(a). Queryq is sent toP2 andP3, where it
is reformulated to, respectively,q21 (from P2 to P1)
and q31 (from P3 to P1). The answersq21(I2) and
q31(I3) are returned toP1. In P1 these partial answers
are merged with the local answerq11(I1) and a final
answerAnsa is obtained. This process can be written
as follows (⊔ denotes the merge operation):
Ansa = ⊔{Ansa11,Ansa21,Ansa31},
Ansa11 = q11(I1) = {(xtitle : ⊥,xyear : ⊥,xname: ⊥,

xuniv : ⊥)},
Ansa21 = q21(I2) = {(xtitle : XML,xname: John,

xuniv : NY)},
Ansa31 = q31(I3) = {(xname: ⊥,xtitle : ⊥,xyear : ⊥)},
Ansa = {(xtitle : XML,xyear : ⊥,xname: John,

xuniv : NY)}.
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Strategy(b). It differs from strategy (a) in thatP2
after receiving the query propagates it toP3 and waits
for the answerq32(I3). The result is equal toAnsa:

Ansb = ⊔{Ansb11,Ansb21,Ansb31} =
= {(xtitle : XML,xyear : ⊥,xname: John,

xuniv : NY)},

Strategy(c). In contrast to the strategy (b), the
peerP3 propagates the query toP2 and waits for the
answer. Next, the peerP3 decides to merge the ob-
tained answerq23(I2) with the whole its instanceI3.
The decision is based on the existence of the func-
tional dependency (1) and Proposition 2.1.

Ansc = ⊔{Ansc11,Ansc21,Ansc31}),
Ansc23 = q23(I2) = {(xtitle : XML,xyear : ⊥,

xname: John)},
Ansc31 = q31(⊔{I3,Ansc23}) =

= {(xtitle : XML,xyear : 2005,xname: John)}
Ansc = {(xtitle : XML,xyear : 2005,xname: John,

xuniv : NY)}.

While computing the merge⊔{I3,Ansc23} a missing
value ofxyear is discovered. Thus, the answerAnsc
provides more information thanAnsa andAnsb.

The above example shows that it is important to
decide which of two merging modes should be used
in the peer while partial answers are to be merged:

• partial merge– all partial answers are merged
without taking into account the source instance
stored in the peer (e.g. the strategy (b));

• full merge– the whole source instance in the peer
is merged with all received partial answers; during
this operation XFDs are used to discover missing
values; finally the query is evaluated on the result
of the merge (e.g. the strategy (c)).

Criterion of the selection is the possibility of dis-
covering missing values during the process of merg-
ing. To make the decision one has to analyze XFD
constraints specified for the peer’s schema and the
query qualifier.

Proposition 2.1 states the condition when there is
no sense in applying full merge because no missing
value can be discovered (Pankowski, 2008).

Proposition 2.1. Let S(x) be a schema, q be a query
with qualifierψ(y), y ⊆ x, and IA be an answer to q
received from a propagation. Letψ(z) = x be an XFD
defined over S(x). If one of the following two condi-
tions holds: (a) x∈ y, or (b) z ⊆ y, then no missing
value can be discovered by full merge, i.e.

q(merge(I , IA)) = merge(q(I), IA).

3 DATA INTEGRATION IN
SIXP2P

The discussed method of semantic data integration is
realized in the SixP2P system. The overall architec-
ture of the system is in Figure 3, and the software
structure is given in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Overall architecture of SixP2P.

Each peer in SixP2P has its own local database
consisting of two parts: data repository of data avail-
able to other peers, and 6P2P repository of data nec-
essary for performing integration processes (informa-
tion about partners, schema mappings, schemas, con-
straints, partial answers, etc.). Using the query inter-
face (QI) a user formulates a query. The query execu-
tion module (QE) controls the process of query refor-
mulation, query propagation to partners, merging of
partial answers, discovering missing values, and re-
turning partial answers (Figure 5). Communication
between peers (QAP) is realized by means of Web
Services technology. Layers in Figure 4 show tasks
realized by particular modules.
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Figure 4: Software architecture of SixP2P.

In Figure 5 there is the (simplified) structure of
6P2P repository showing the propagation of queries
and answers in the SixP2P system consisting of
three peers:P1, P2, and P3. Specification of the
query is translated into executable form tomyQuery
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(an XQuery program to be executed over the local
database) and totgtQuery(an XQuery program trans-
forming the obtained answer into the target schema).
The queryq1 is propagated to (all or some) partners of
P1 – among them also toP1 itself. Each propagation
is recorded in tablePropagations, where: propagID
identifies the propagation;qryPosIdidentifies the po-
sition in tableQueris; srcPeer is the URL of the
source partner, where the query has been propagated;
srcAnsweris the answer obtained from thesrcPeer.
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Figure 5: Query and answers propagation in SixP2P.

All srcAnswers are merged (using full or par-
tial mode) resulting to theAns1. Next, tgtQuery
is evaluated overAns1 to obtain tgtAnswer, which
is ultimately sent totgtPeerand stored intgtPeer’s
Propagationstable in the tuple identified by the pair
(tgtPropagId, tgtPosId). The evaluation removes du-
plicates and considers key constraints.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents a novel method for schema map-
ping and query reformulation in XML data integra-
tion systems in P2P environment. We discussed some
issues concerning query propagation strategies and
merging modes, when missing data is to be discov-
ered in the P2P integration processes. We showed,
how to use functional dependencies to select the way
of query propagation and data merging, to increase
the information content of the answer. The approach
is fully implemented in SixP2P system. We present
its general architecture, and sketched the way how
queries and answers are sent across the P2P envi-
ronment. In SixP2P, schemas, schema constraints,
schema mappings, and queries are specified in a
uniform and precise way. We develop algorithms

for automatic generation of XQuery programs which
perform operations of query reformulation and data
merging.
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